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RAPID BRAND BUILDING
When we were at Goldman, Kevin Plank, the founder of Under Ar-
mour, who was one of our earliest inspirations, spoke to us about the 
minimum amount of time it takes to build a brand, which he said at the 
time was approximately ten years. That made sense. People needed to 
be exposed to a product or service multiple times and in a variety of 
settings in order to create strong and—hopefully—positive associations. 
We saw that with VEEV, and, until recently, we thought that Kevin’s 
rule still held true. However, this is often no longer the case.

Just as startup companies are both emerging and failing at unprec-
edented rates, brand building is no longer a decade-plus process. The 
amount of time that it takes to build a recognizable brand, a “household 
name,” has been dramatically reduced. One key indicator of this is the 
rate at which today’s companies are scaling. (See the chart below.)

As Mary Meeker pointed out in her 2016 Internet Trends Report, 
it took Nike fourteen years to reach $100 million in sales, Lululemon 
nine years, and Under Armour eight. At the time, those brands were 
some of the fastest-growing consumer brands around. They were—and 
remain—massive successes. However, in the last few years, we’ve seen 
tech-enabled consumer brands such as ClassPass, Dollar Shave Club, 
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To put the odds of succeeding in the startup world into perspective, 
let’s look at the chances of making it to the NBA. The ratio of high 
school basketball players who make it to the NCAA is 1 in 35, or 2.9 
percent; the ratio of NCAA players who are drafted to NBA teams is 
1 in 75, or 1.3 percent. Thus the odds of an NCAA basketball player 
making it to the NBA are higher than those of getting five rounds of 
funding!

If you’re still reading, that’s a good sign! You’ve passed the entre-
preneurial readiness test. That probably means you’re temperamentally 
and energetically suited for the job. That’s where we come in—we can’t 
give you the temperament, but if you have it, we can help you stack the 
odds so you end up in the 10 percent of folks who succeed.

Typically, success begins with a set of questions that you need to 
ask before you begin. If you already have a business, you should know 
the answers to them. If you don’t, now is the time to start. Get used to 
them—you are likely to hear them in one form or another when you go 
out for funding, even at the seed stage.
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course races are great entrepreneurial training grounds—one obstacle 
after the next, each testing your mettle in a different way.) As an en-
trepreneur, you must minimize the number of unknowns and navigate 
your team around the traps to the best of your ability. Conventional 
wisdom says that this is done in the boardroom, setting a strategy. Our 
experience tells us that it is best done on the front lines, learning as 
much as you can before you make a big investment of time and money.

Even just a few years ago, there was less competition in the startup 
world, which meant that entrepreneurs had the luxury of setting strat-
egies and slowly tinkering as they perfected them. This is no longer 
true. As one example, in the graph below you can see how the rate of 
consumer adoption is increasing every decade.

Look, for instance, at the rate of adoption for the telephone versus 
the cell phone. The extreme contrast is an example of how we’re in a 
much less forgiving startup ecosystem these days. If your competitor 
hits it with a product, it is now able to get it in front of tens or hundreds 
of thousands of people in the same amount of time it would have taken 
in the past to get in front of thousands. The shorter rate of adoption 
today is what leads to a faster separation between startup winners and 
losers. And this is happening in an ever more crowded space. Competi-
tion is so tough that, whatever your idea, you can be sure there are a few 
other folks working on it, even more thinking about it, and thousands 
who will jump in as soon as they hear about it.
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ment began to take off. Meyer’s 100 percent Angus beef, hormone- and 
antibiotic-free burgers had a major opportunity to expand outside of 
just one park in New York. As a result of the economic climate, residents 
of major urban cities wanted to continue to go out to upscale meals, but 
not necessarily as frequently or at expensive restaurants. Meyer real-
ized that Shake Shack had a major market opportunity, and he took his 
speedboat moment. He raised serious money and began opening Shake 
Shacks like crazy, grabbing market share in the better-burger space. The 
chart below shows how fast the company grew, after being stable for 
many years. Ultimately it IPO’d for $1.3 billion.

Speedboat or sailboat, there are dangers in the water no matter your 
strategic choice. The rewards of being a successful speedboat are huge, 
but the likelihood of success is slim. Most nontech companies cannot 
scale quickly enough, and even some that can are not able to do so with 
sustainable unit economics. Take Homejoy, a housecleaning company 
that had trouble with customer retention. It was going for a land grab 
when it launched, charging more than $85 for 2.5-hour housecleanings, 
but it ran out of steam when many customers used its $20 promotion 
and never reused the service. Homejoy had no backup plan, no sail, so 
there was only one way its story could end.
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PRE-SEED SEED SERIES A SERIES B SERIES C

Amount $500k-$1m $1m-$3m $5m-$12m $10m-$30m $30m+

Valuation $1m-$5m $3m-$8m $10m-$40m $50m-$200m $100m+

Investors Friends & Family, 
Angels, Pre-Seed Funds

Angels, Micro VCs VCs VCs VCs, PE

Team Smart, committed guys/girls with relevant
expertise/skills.

No “star” VPs yet.

Often good 
director-level hires.

Proven ability to attract 
& manage great people.

Senior leadership 
in most functions.

Proven ability to 
recruit senior people.

Complete senior 
management team.

Product/Market Fit

Market research 
indicates strong need for 

the product. 

Prototype / very basic 
product with first activity.

Strong indications of 
Product/Market Fit from 

early customers/users.

Initial liquidity on the 
platform.

Clear PMF and increasing evidence of PMF in larger market.

Unit Economics
Unit economics should 
work based on intuitive 

theory.

Some evidence unit 
economics work.

Unit economics work and 
indicate that they will 

continue to work at scale.

Conviction unit economics 
work at scale or they work 

already.
Unit economics work.

Monthly Net Rev - <$50k <$200k $200k-$500k $1m+

Expected Exit 
Multiple 25-50x 20-40x 10-15x 8-12x 5-7x

Venture Funnel: Typical Metrics

Great Pitch Decks

Here’s a link to eighteen fund-raising decks from real startups, including 

BuzzFeed, LinkedIn, Foursquare, Airbnb: https://attach.io/startup-pitch 

-decks/. We encourage you to take a look to see in particular how they framed 

their early asks. In the average seed round, the amount raised was $1.1 mil-

lion and the average number of investors per round was 4.7.

GETTING FUNDING WHEN YOU NEED IT
Having been on both sides of pitches for more than a decade, we have 
strong opinions on how to get the funding you need when you need it. 
Putting on our VC hats, here are our best tips.
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Ease of switching is one reason why today’s successful companies 
all have some kind of unfair advantage, a leg up on the competition that 
changes the slope of the playing field. If you don’t have one, someone 
else is probably better suited to do what you want to do, because they 
can move faster and therefore have a higher likelihood of success.

UNFAIR ADVANTAGES CREATE MOMENTUM
When people, whether VCs or customers, see something gaining speed, 
they want in. Unfair advantages allow you to create momentum earlier 
than your competitors. Take Jessica Alba, a cofounder of the Honest 
Company, which is currently worth over $1.5 billion.

In addition to being smart and talented, Jessica had a host of unique 
advantages to bring to the Honest Company. One was being able to 
reach tens of millions of individuals just through her own social chan-
nels. When she began, she had more than 25 million social media fol-
lowers. Take a second to think about just how large an advantage this 
really is. Neutrogena, a major competitor and at the time a more estab-
lished company, had an Instagram following of only 180,000, which 
meant that Jessica could reach 138 times the number of people Neu-
trogena could while spending zero dollars. Such an advantage becomes 
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below). In the past, corporations could crush new entrants trying to 
enter their spaces. It’s harder to do that now, because lower startup costs 
allow more companies to enter the market and it’s hard to fight wars on 
multiple fronts. So corporations are increasingly trying to partner with, 
invest in, or buy startups to prevent disruption and ensure innovation. 
If you can’t beat ’em, join ’em, as they say.

That’s why it’s more advantageous for you as a founder to look at cor-
porations not as the enemy you want to disrupt but as a potential mutu-
ally beneficial partner to help you scale faster. It’s a completely different 
mind-set and approach, but one with potentially “unfair” outcomes.

Startup Interaction: US Organizations Seek to Interact with Startups to Find Innovation
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What are your organization’s top two reasons for seeking interaction with startups? 
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THINGS THAT ONLY I CAN DO
TOWARD KEY MILESTONES

CONDUCTED MARKET RESEARCH, 
WROTE BRANDING STATEMENT

THINGS I DID THAT ONLY I CAN 
DO THAT OTHERWISE ADDED

 GREAT VALUE

TALKED TO PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS,
LED TEAM ALIGNMENT MEETING

THINGS I DID THAT ADDED
NO VALUE

DROVE 3 HOURS TO GIVE A 
TALK FOR 1 HOUR TO A FEW PEOPLE

THINGS I DID THAT ADDED 
LITTLE VALUE THAT SOMEONE

ELSE COULD DO

CREATED POWERPOINT, SHOPPED 
FOR SNACKS FOR THE MEETING

Check In at Different Levels
Not all meetings are created equal, nor should they all be run the same. 
Some meetings should be tactical; some should be high level, strategic, 
and decision oriented; and others should be expansionary or brain-
storming sessions. Often meetings are a conflation of all three, and pro-
ductivity is lost as a result. Having specific meetings for each of these 
purposes at different time intervals will help you and your personnel 
drive toward your milestones in unison.

Why Maximizing Every Minute Matters

The Fidget Cube was one of Kickstarter’s top-funded projects in history, 

raising almost $6.5 million. But the company ran into serious design 

and manufacturing issues. A competitor, Stress Cube, took advantage of its 

delays to launch a virtually identical product, making almost $350,000 in 

two months of 2016 over the lucrative holiday season. Meanwhile, some folks 

waited six months or more for their Fidget Cubes, with promised delivery 

dates slipping again and again.
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you are a speedboat, a significant amount of effort should go into perfecting 
a business before you attempt to grow it widely. By the time we took VEEV 
to the next level, we had many key lessons under our belts, were confident 
in our PMF, and had all this energy and enthusiasm that we’d been bottling 
up during the “nail it” phase. By the time we sold the company, we had a 
meaningful presence in all fifty US states. We couldn’t have scaled the way 
we did had we not spent the up-front time to properly nail it.

TAKE THE AIRPLANE, NOT THE STAIRS
Here’s why working it out before blowing it out matters so much these 
days. In the past, growing a business was a far more linear process. If 
you opened a restaurant chain, for instance, you would build one store, 
then another and another. Growth, as a result, was incremental. We 
refer to this old way of growing as the “staircase” model. Today, how-
ever, market conditions are different and companies can grow exponen-
tially. Doing so requires a different approach.

The chart below is just one indicator of how growth in today’s mar-
ket is accelerating. Notice how CAGR (compound annual growth rate, 
which measures the year-over-year growth of a company) has increased 
dramatically for venture-backed startups over the last fifteen years.
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Beyond this chart, the larger market trend that we’re seeing is that 
although startup companies are accelerating their annual growth rates, 
they are doing so by first perfecting their PMF and operating model 
and then rapidly accelerating. If in the past healthy growth was similar 
to climbing a staircase, today you want growth that is closer to taking 
off in an airplane. Essentially, you have to spend enough energy on the 
ground building the plane and its momentum so that you can achieve a 
successful liftoff and start growing vertically.

We’re not recommending this approach simply because it worked for 
us one time. If you follow the business media, you’ve probably seen a 
bunch of companies that are in two cities for a while and then suddenly 
take off like a rocket. It’s the operationalization of the speedboat strategy.

Dollar Shave Club is an excellent example. Founded in 2011 by 
Michael Dubin and Mark Levine, the company became the second- 
largest razor company in the United States, selling to Unilever for 
$1 billion in 2016. Note in the chart below how the company’s sales 
were relatively flat for the first couple of years. That was the “nailing 
it” phase we’re referring to in the airplane model, followed by vertical 
growth, which we refer to as superscaling. Dollar Shave Club used its 
first year to do what we recommend you, as a founder, do: determine 
PMF, ensure that your value proposition resonates with customers 
and that unit economics are sound. Once everything was in place, it 
was able to take off at an unprecedented speed.
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vantage can be created by homing in on the nitty-gritty of small changes? 
In this Switchup we answer this question and look at how to achieve this 
advantage through testing, as well as by hiring rigorously and focusing 
on self-improvement as a leader. We begin with a deeper look into what 
the magnification of small differences can mean for your business.

THE MAGNIFICATION OF SMALL DIFFERENCES
Imagine two predominantly e-commerce businesses: Business A and 
Business B. Each has an email subscriber list of 1 million people. Busi-
ness A has an email open rate (OR) of 10 percent, a click-through rate 
(CTR) of 3 percent, and a conversion rate (CVR) of 2 percent, all rel-
atively “good” metrics. Business B has 2 percent higher performance 
across these same metrics: an OR of 12 percent, a CTR of 5 percent, and 
a CVR of 4 percent. Without looking at the chart below, take a quick 
guess: What’s the sales impact of this 2 percent?

Now look at the chart below. You’ll notice that Business A gener-
ates 60 sales while Business B yields 240. In other words, the 2 percent 
higher performance across those three email metrics yields a fourfold 
difference in sales. That’s the magnification of small differences.

Business Open Rate Conversion Rate Total Sales

Business A 10% 3% 2% 60

Business B 12% 5% 4% 240

Click-�rough Rate

There are two very important things to understand about this 
concept. The first is that, although by no means easy, such results 
based on small improvements are achievable. This is where relent-
less focus on incremental improvements comes in. The second is that 
this magnification is especially profound in digital businesses, where 
traffic is so abundant that small percentage improvements are large in 
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of this shift, a recent study compared the purchase decision process 
in 1985 to the same process today. According to the study, in 1985, 
the purchase decision process was 70 percent rational and 30 percent 
emotional. That means buyers were homing in on factors such as 
affordability when making decisions. By 2005, buyers were making 
decisions that were 30 percent rational, 70 percent emotional, and, 
by 2015, only 20 percent rational and 80 percent emotional. Over-
whelmingly, consumers are now making emotional choices influ-
enced by emotional connections.

We believe that this shift is being driven by a confluence of factors, 
including, as we’ve said, the rise of product and service standards (there 
are more good options), but also digital media (learning about products 
and services through social networks as opposed to more traditional 
channels), as well as by Millennials’ cause-driven focus. The chart that 
follows outlines an additional insight: Millennials’ expectations are 
around 20 percent higher than those of Gen X. That means this trend is 
only becoming more pronounced.

15 20 25 30 35 36 40 50 5145 55 60 65 70
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5M

Age in  2015

�e Millennial generation is the biggest in US history—even bigger than the Baby Boomers.

A LARGER COHORT

92M 61M 72M
MILLENNIALS GENERATION X BABY BOOMERS
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Whatever the reasons behind the transition, such a drastic shift calls 
for major changes in how brands communicate and connect with cus-
tomers, both internal (employees) and external (buyers, consumers). In 
a world where consumers are buying—and employees choosing whom 
to work for—with their hearts, your brand is more important than it 
has ever been. It will either resonate strongly or fall short. As compa-
nies realize this and spend more time and money attempting to connect 
with consumers, the competition for “heart share” has increased to new 
heights. Brands with millions of Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram fol-
lowers are responding directly to individual consumers on social media. 
Even founders who have historically been far removed from customers 
are engaging directly and developing relationships with customers.

As a consequence, many customers today feel that they know the 
founders of the brands they’re interested in, and they develop affinity 
or loyalty as a result. This experience will only increase as celebrities 
of all sorts, including famous founders, increasingly turn to artificial 
intelligence (i.e., chatbots) that can be programmed to give a seemingly 
personal touch to customer interactions. For instance, the John Mackey 
chatbot could tweet you to find out what you think of the latest prod-
ucts at Whole Foods Market. Chatbots aside, there are no quick an-
swers to succeeding in this new reality. However, from working with 
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brands that struggle with authenticity are not recommended by others; 
they have poor word-of-mouth marketing. Conversely, companies with 
strong authenticity have a high NPS, which helps with WOM and cus-
tomer acquisition. High perceived authenticity means not only a better 
NPS but also a more significant share of high-value customers. In other 
words, customers spend more on brands that feel authentic.

Though perceived authenticity clearly drives WOM and appears to 
be an obvious goal for any startup, some companies have chosen to ig-
nore the trend toward authenticity and to focus their spending on their 
product and its features. Although this may be a more obvious route to 
driving sales, such companies are actually negatively impacting their 
NPS and are losing out on an opportunity to connect with customers 
on an emotional level.

We’ve found that authenticity comes in many forms. Here we want 
to highlight three in particular.

Transparency
Brand transparency is the idea that companies are so authentic that they 
are willing to expose parts of their inner workings to the world. Back 
in the day, a customer would go to a fast casual restaurant, order a ham-
burger, eat it, pay for it, and likely never think about where it came 
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